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1 Introduction

Memory tiering is a promising approach to scale memory capacity and reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) in datacenters. In public clouds, virtual machine (VM) memory sizes are increasing, with typical configurations of 4–32GB per virtual CPU [6, 7, 12]. However, the DRAM capacity accessible via DDR channels is lagging the rapid growth in available cores, due to physical limitations associated with scaling the capacity of DDR DIMMs [73, 91, 92]. To this end, cloud providers are increasingly adding a capacity memory tier to augment regular locally-accessed DRAM, which we refer to as the performance tier [61, 72, 78, 84, 99].

The recent Compute Express Link (CXL) standard [8, 91] offers a new mechanism to access DRAM or non-volatile memory (NVM) over the PCIe bus, potentially expanding memory capacity significantly. In addition, CXL can reduce TCO and carbon emissions [83, 98] by provisioning it with decommissioned DRAM or NVM. This has led to broad investment in CXL memory by dozens of vendors [9, 10, 15, 25, 27, 28, 37]. The CXL standard envisions a variety of configurations. In this paper, we focus on the basic use case where a CXL memory device is locally attached and dedicated to a single host [91, 98]. This use case is deployable today, and extends to future memory pools [46, 77, 78].

Most prior work on memory tiering assumes software (e.g., the hypervisor or the OS) has full control over data placement, i.e., whether a particular page resides in the capacity tier or the performance tier [45, 61, 70, 74, 78, 84, 89, 99, 100]. We term this software-managed memory tiering. Software-managed tiering needs to track memory accesses to identify frequently-accessed data to place in the performance tier. Since the hypervisor/OS is not involved in most memory accesses, it must rely on page table operations management (e.g., scanning access bits [61, 84, 100] or PTE poisoning [45, 70, 84]) or instruction sampling (e.g., Intel PEBS sampling [61, 74, 89] and AMD IBS [4]) to track memory accesses.

However, in our experience at Microsoft Azure, these approaches face severe limitations in virtualized environments (§2). For example, instruction sampling is not supported for VMs and has privacy implications. Fine-grained page table operations consume excessive host CPU cycles [44, 79]. In addition, with software-managed tiering, the hypervisor/OS can only manage memory at page granularity. This leads to suboptimal decisions [76] for the common case where a mix of hot and cold data resides on the same page. This is particularly problematic for hypervisors that use larger page sizes (e.g., 2 MB and 1 GB) to reduce overheads. All of these drawbacks make deploying software-based memory tiering techniques
unattractive in general-purpose cloud environments.

This paper addresses these issues by introducing a hardware-managed memory tiering solution for CXL and a system that combines hardware-managed tiering with software-managed multi-tenant isolation. We introduce Intel® Flat Memory Mode as the first cache-line granular, hardware-managed memory tiering solution for CXL. Intel® Flat Memory Mode transparently manages data placement between the two tiers at cache-line granularity within the processor memory controller (MC). It exposes the aggregate capacity of both local DRAM and CXL memory to software by placing data exclusively at either of the tiers. The hardware promotes the most recently accessed lines to local DRAM by “swapping” them with the lines that used to occupy local DRAM.

To reduce the performance degradation of CXL memory, Intel® Flat Memory Mode supports a mixed mode which reserves a certain number of dedicated pages that are guaranteed to reside in local memory, while cache lines associated with the remaining pages may be placed in either local or CXL memory, based on whether they were recently accessed.

Intel® Flat Memory Mode should not be confused with the hardware-managed memory tiering solution for Intel® Optane™ NVDIMMs, known as 2LM or memory mode [18, 65]. Such systems employ DRAM as an inclusive cache for non-volatile memory, which means the performance tier does not add capacity visible to software. The inclusive cache design makes them less useful for expanding memory capacity and reducing TCO. Additionally, 2LM only supports non-volatile memory, not CXL.

We describe Intel® Flat Memory Mode’s design and evaluate it on a real CXL hardware prototype with a set of 115 workloads, comparing it to running fully on local DRAM. We find that 82% of workloads experience small (no more than 5%) slowdown in mixed mode. The remaining “outlier” workloads experience slowdowns up to 34%. We also observe that when VMs are colocated naively on the same server, they may interfere by “stealing” local DRAM from each other.

To address these challenges, we implement Memstrata, the first multi-tenant memory management software stack for hardware-managed tiered memory. Memstrata prevents inter-VM interference by identifying pages with conflicting cache lines, allocating them to the same VM using page coloring. In addition, Memstrata leverages a lightweight online slowdown estimator to assess the overhead incurred by tiered memory misses for each VM. It dynamically allocates dedicated local memory pages across VMs to improve the performance of those that are most sensitive to memory latency. Intel® Flat Memory Mode will be available in the Intel® Xeon® 6 Processor. We open source Memstrata at https://bitbucket.org/yuhong_zhong/memstrata.

We implement a full system prototype on a preproduction Intel® Xeon® 6 Processor that supports Intel® Flat Memory Mode. Memstrata is implemented within the Linux/KVM hypervisor and a new user-space management process. Our evaluation covers common workload and VM mixes observed in production at Azure. We find that Memstrata effectively prevents cross-VM interference and mitigates the tail in all scenarios. Specifically, the worst-case performance slowdown is reduced from 35% to less than 6% in realistic multi-VM experiments. Across all experiments, the maximum CPU overhead of Memstrata is 4% of a single core, which is less than 1% of a single core per VM.

We make the following contributions:

1. We introduce Intel® Flat Memory Mode, the first hardware-managed memory tiering mechanism for CXL. We evaluate it on a real CXL system, and show that for most applications it exhibits small slowdowns.
2. We design Memstrata, the first software multi-tenant management system for hardware-managed CXL that ensures performance isolation and minimizes VM slowdowns.
3. We study a wide range of workloads, and demonstrate that Intel® Flat Memory Mode combined with Memstrata eliminates almost all performance outliers, exhibiting minimal performance degradation compared to regular DRAM.

2 Background and Motivation

This section motivates hardware-managed memory tiering for CXL in virtualized environments.

2.1 Memory Tiering in Public Clouds

Current compute servers, which host customer VMs, use locally-attached DDR5 memory. With CPU core counts of 60-96 [66, 94] and Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT), achieving at least 4-8GB per virtual core requires 8-12 expensive dual-rank DIMMs (e.g., 64GB or 96GB). These DIMMs are the single biggest contributor to server cost [78, 99]. For large-memory VM sizes [6] or 128-288 core-count CPUs [2, 14, 57], cloud providers need to use DIMMs with 3D stacking, which adds a multiplicative factor to per-GB memory cost [32]. Additionally, DIMMs make up 41% of a server’s embodied carbon at Azure [49, 63, 83, 87, 98].

A second tier of memory can effectively reduce this cost. In modern servers, this second tier will use CXL [8, 91] to expand server memory capacity and bandwidth. This saves cost because cloud providers can use multiple smaller and cheaper DIMMs. Cost can be further reduced by reusing memory from decommissioned servers. Without CXL, DDR4 memory would be incompatible with modern servers. Instead of discarding DDR4 DIMMs, they can be repurposed for CXL memory. DDR4 reuse is supported today and has significant industry momentum [3, 26, 49, 83, 98]. This pattern can continue in future generations of DRAM, e.g., when DDR6 will be deployed, DDR5 can be reused with CXL. A third option is denser memory media [17, 38]. Both reusing old memory and using denser memory significantly cuts costs and carbon emissions. For example, attaching 40% of memory by reusing DDR4 can save over 20% of server embodied carbon emissions [83]. In this paper, we focus on this use case.
The downside of CXL memory is its latency overhead. CXL.mem customizes the PCIe link and transaction layers for low latency [91]. CPUs can natively access CXL memory via cacheable loads and stores, without involving page faults or DMAs. While an order of magnitude faster than RDMA, CXL is still slower than local DRAM as it essentially converts a parallel bus into a serial one. Depending on the specific memory controller, we measure that CXL memory has $2.02 \times 8$-CXL port at a typical 2:1 read:write-ratio matches a DDR5-4800 channel. In practice we use at least four $\times8$ ports.

2.2 Cloud Workload and Design Goals

Azure and other large cloud providers virtualize all workloads. VMs are generally small. For example, in a typical compute cluster at Azure, 40% of VMs use no more than two cores and 86% of VMs use no more than eight cores. Most modern hosts thus run dozens of VMs at any given time. Production cluster schedulers [47, 64, 97] increase utilization by mixing different workloads with no (or few) co-location constraints. Some constraints force similar workloads to be run across many hosts and racks, e.g., for fault tolerance. This leads to typical hosts running heterogeneous sets of workloads representing many different workload behaviors.

We derive the following four first-order design goals:

1. Compatibility with unmodified virtual machines. Do not assume guest cooperation.
2. Low host resource overheads. Cloud providers seek to sell almost all cores [44, 79]. Hosts typically use large 2 MB or 1 GB page sizes to reduce overhead.
3. No additional sources of cross-VM interference compared to running entirely on local memory.
4. Performance close to local memory for all workloads. Limit slowdown to about 5%, similar to prior work [78].

As observed in prior work, CXL slowdowns can be high for many workloads [78, 84]. This motivates managing data placement in tiered memory, either in software or in hardware.

2.3 Software-Managed Tiering

Software-managed tiering usually represents tiers as NUMA nodes [61, 78, 84]. Software explicitly allocates memory from a NUMA node and migrates pages between nodes. The hypervisor/OS typically tracks memory hotness to promote hot capacity-tier pages to the performance tier and demote cold pages to the capacity tier [61, 84, 89, 100]. Hotness tracking often relies on page table operations such as scanning PTE access bits [61, 84, 100] or temporarily unmapping entries to trigger minor page faults when they are accessed [45, 70, 84]. Other software tiering systems use instruction sampling (e.g., Intel PEBS [61, 74, 89] or AMD IBS [4]) to sample memory requests along with their associated memory addresses.

Problem 1: High host CPU cost. Tracking hotness at fine granularity is challenging in a cloud environment. Instruction sampling is typically unfeasible due to security and privacy concerns. Thus, cloud platforms need to rely on page-table-based approaches. We find that they can consume excessive host CPU cycles, which runs counter to design goal #2.

We measure the CPU overhead of TPP [84], a state-of-the-art software tiering system for guest kernels. We start a VM with 7.5 GB of local DRAM and 2.5 GB of second-tier memory. The VM runs YCSB A on FASTER [54], a production in-memory key-value store. FASTER consumes 8.3 GB memory in total, which means its memory cannot fit entirely in local DRAM. TPP devotes nearly an entire core to track memory accesses and migrate pages. This is caused by the frequent scanning of access bits in kswapd, which is used by TPP to demote cold pages. Without frequent access-bit scanning, TPP is unable to leave enough free space in local DRAM to promote hot pages. Scaling to larger systems and multiple VMs requires proportionally more CPU cycles.

The CPU overhead of page-table-based approaches can be reduced by exploiting spatial locality [11]. Unfortunately, spatial locality is limited in virtualized systems, which employ an additional layer of page table indirection. Additionally, a guest’s free pages may be randomized for security [21]. We run the bc-web workload from the GAP benchmark suite [48] in a fresh VM, a VM with free page randomization enabled, and a warm VM that has already run the same workload 50 times. Figure 1 shows the memory access distribution measured using DAMON in the three VMs. While there is spatial locality in a fresh VM, locality disappears in both the VM with free page randomization and the warm VM.

Figure 1: Memory access distribution of bc-web measured using DAMON in (a) a fresh VM, (b) a VM that enables free page randomization, and (c) a warm VM that has already run the workload 50 times. The right-hand y-axis represents the number of accesses captured by DAMON.

Problem 2: Coarse-grained data placement. Software tiering moves entire pages, making a strong assumption about access locality. Many applications have spatially-sparse access patterns and thus perform poorly on software-managed tiering systems [53, 76]. Commonly, only a fraction of each page’s cachelines are hot; moving such pages to the performance tier would be wasteful. This problem is exacerbated as cloud platforms use larger 2 MB and 1 GB page sizes to reduce page table depth and TLB misses [1, 34, 43, 45, 50].

To study how page size affects application performance, we...
run a VM with FASTER using the YCSB A workload. Since FASTER has a simple and predictable memory access pattern when running YCSB A, we analytically compute the popularity of each of its pages and always place the most popular pages in DRAM. Figure 2 shows that when FASTER’s resident set can fit into DRAM, using 2 MB instead of 4 KB as the page size improves the throughput of FASTER by 18% thanks to the reduced page table depth and TLB misses. However, when only 25% of the resident set can fit into DRAM, a 2 MB page size degrades throughput by 25% due to the coarser data placement by software tiering. Google also reports that huge pages make cold page identification and demotion more challenging in their tiered memory production clusters [61].

2.4 Hardware-Managed Tiering

There are multiple variants of hardware memory tiering [68, 75, 85, 103]. They are typically implemented within the MC on the CPU SoC and behave similar to on-die GPU caches. Different memory tiers are typically invisible to software (no NUMA node) and fine-grained cache operations are visible only to the MC.

A well-known implementation of hardware tiering is “2LM” or “memory mode” for Intel® Optane™ NVM. This design is especially useful in virtualized environments because the data placement is independent of the page size, and almost all the host CPU cores can be used to run VMs. CXL memory ratio. To ensure minimal slowdown compared to local memory1 (design goal #4), we assume a 1:1 ratio between the local memory and the CXL memory capacities. Other tiered memory deployments in industry also use small capacity-tier ratios to minimize slowdown: 33% at Meta [84] and 25% at Google [61]. With a 1:1 ratio, we can reduce the amount of local memory provisioned by 50%, which already significantly reduces memory cost. A higher CXL memory percentage may lead to higher slowdowns [78].

Exclusive placement. The amount of physical memory exposed to software is the aggregate capacity of both local DRAM and CXL memory. This is in contrast to 2LM, where the physical memory capacity is only as large as the size of the capacity tier (i.e., non-volatile memory). This design fully utilizes the capacity of both local DRAM and CXL memory by placing data exclusively at either of them, but not both. For example, once a cacheline is moved to local DRAM, it will no longer occupy any space in CXL memory.

Associativity. The associativity between physical memory and local memory is direct-mapped, which means each line in the physical memory address space can only be cached at one location in local memory. While direct-mapped associativity may lead to more conflict misses, this effect happens only after all the processor set-associative caches have missed. In addition, a straightforward implementation of set associativity would read multiple local DRAM lines to serve one main memory access, causing substantial bandwidth amplification.

Mixed mode. To further reduce local memory misses and improve the performance of workloads with cache-unfriendly memory access patterns, Intel® Flat Memory Mode supports adding dedicated local DRAM that is not hardware-tiered as a separate range in the physical memory address space. This dedicated local memory is exposed as a second NUMA node alongside the first NUMA node which contains the hardware-tiered memory. This dedicated NUMA node can be used for workloads suffering from severe local memory misses, as implemented in Memstrata (§4). We denote configurations where both hardware-tiered and dedicated NUMA nodes are present as mixed mode.

Mapping physical and local memory. In the hardware-tiered NUMA node, the ratio between local DRAM and the total physical memory capacity is 1:2. Thus, each line in local DRAM has 2 physical memory lines that map to it. This means that each 64 B line in the physical address space may be at one of two locations: either in local memory or in CXL memory. We use a modulo operation as the mapping function between the physical memory and local DRAM with the size of local DRAM (L GB) as the modulus. Figure 3 shows

1We use “local memory” and “local DRAM” interchangeably.

Figure 2: Throughput of FASTER on YCSB A with a varying DRAM ratio and different page sizes. The performance tier is DRAM and the second tier is Intel® Optane™ NVMM.
Once the MC receives the data from CXL memory, it will serve the data to the core that requested the line. Meanwhile, the MC swaps the cache lines. Specifically, the MC writes the other line that used to occupy local memory to CXL memory. The MC writes the newly requested line to local memory.

When the MC receives a write request, just like the read flow, it needs to first locate and read the line into the processor caches. When the write is evicted from the processor caches (since writes are posted), the data is written to local memory.

**Request interleaving.** To achieve maximum bandwidth, we interleave local memory requests across memory channels and interleave CXL memory requests across CXL devices at cache line granularity within the same NUMA node.

### 3.2 Application Performance

Adding CXL memory capacity can provide clear performance benefits to memory-hungry applications, due to reduced paging to disk, and higher page-cache hit rates. However, these benefits depend heavily on the specific workloads and the total amount of memory available to them. To conservatively evaluate Intel® Flat Memory Mode, we compare it with X local memory and Y CXL memory to a baseline configured with X + Y local memory. We evaluate the performance using a wide range of applications on a prototype CPU that supports Intel® Flat Memory Mode. The detailed hardware setup is described in §6. We use 115 workloads in total, including:

- **Web:** DaCapo [51], Renaissance [88], Ruby YJIT [39], and DeathStarBench benchmarks [62]
- **Database:** TPC-C [41] on Silo [96] and TPC-H [42] on PostgreSQL [33]
- **Machine learning (ML):** DLRM benchmark [67, 86]
- **Key-value (KV) store:** YCSB [58] on FASTER [54], Redis [36], and memcached [23]
- **Big data:** HiBench [13] on Spark [104]
- **Graph processing:** GAP benchmark [48]
- **Scientific computing:** SPEC CPU 2017 [40]

We measure the performance of each workload running inside a VM on Linux/KVM. The VM memory size is chosen by rounding up the workload’s peak resident set size to the nearest common VM memory size on public cloud platforms (2 GB, 4 GB, 8 GB, 16 GB, 32 GB, and 64 GB) [6, 7, 12]. We run each workload in four different settings: (1) local DRAM only, (2) CXL memory only, (3) hardware-tiered memory only, and (4) a mixed mode with 33% dedicated local DRAM and 67% hardware-tiered memory.

When allocating hardware-tiered memory pages to a VM, we allocate pairs of conflicting pages so that half of the allocation can be cached in local DRAM. As a result, our mixed mode configuration consists of 67% local DRAM (33% dedicated + half of 67% hardware-tiered) and 33% CXL memory. We conservatively choose 67% as the percentage of hardware-tiered memory as this configuration can already reduce the

---

**Figure 3:** Intel® Flat Memory Mode is a hardware tiering solution at cache line granularity between local and CXL memory. It supports a mixed mode option where part of the address space is not hardware managed and entirely backed by local memory for better performance. In the actively-managed region, cache lines A and B are mapped to the same local memory line, as are C and D. Only the most recently-accessed lines remain in local memory.

**Figure 4:** Main memory requests may miss in local memory. This triggers a cache line swap. Subsequent accesses to the same cache line hit local memory.

The mapping between the physical address space and local memory. This mapping halves the hardware-tiered physical memory, where the top half conflicts with the bottom half. For example, to hold physical memory addresses $[0 GB, 1 GB]$ in local DRAM, the hardware needs to evict $[L GB, L + 1 GB]$ to CXL memory.

**Read and write operations.** A memory access (i.e., Last Level Cache (LLC) miss) for a cache line in the hardware-tiered NUMA node may result in a “hit” or a “miss”. The MC first reads local memory and determines if the requested line is in local memory. As only two physical memory lines can be cached at a given local memory line, the hardware only needs to maintain a single-bit tag to distinguish between them. If the tag matches the read request, the data is sent to the core that requested the line.

Otherwise, the requested line was a miss in local memory.
provisioned local memory by 33%. We randomly assign the dedicated local pages across a VM's address space. Each VM sees a uniform address space, as this is the default configuration on cloud platforms.

Figure 5 presents the results, categorizing workloads by their types, and ordering them by their relative slowdowns of hardware tiering. We refer to applications that experience slowdowns above 5% (see goal #4 in §2.2) as outliers. Web workloads experience negligible slowdowns even with CXL memory only, indicating their insensitivity to main memory latency. In contrast, database and Spark workloads have some outliers with slowdowns of up to 20% when using only CXL memory. Hardware tiering reduces the slowdowns for most outliers to close to or lower than 5%, although a few outliers still exhibit around 10% degradation. Other categories have more outliers with CXL memory only, with slowdowns of up to 58%. Hardware tiering significantly alleviates the performance degradation for these outliers. For example, the slowdown of FASTER with uniform YCSB C is reduced from 25% to 4%. However, even with reduced degradation, some outliers still experience slowdowns of up to 50% with hardware-tiered memory due to cache-unfriendly memory access patterns and the associated high local memory miss ratios. The most severe outlier, 649, \texttt{foton1k3d.s}, suffers from a 41% miss ratio due to its large working set and scan-like memory access pattern.

The mixed mode with 33% dedicated local memory improves the performance of these outliers thanks to the reduction in the number of pages that conflict on local DRAM. Overall, with only hardware-tiered memory, 73% of the workloads experience no more than 5% slowdown, and 86% experience no more than 10% slowdown. In the mixed mode, the percentage of workloads with no more than 5% slowdown increases to 82%, and 95% of the workloads experience no more than 10% slowdown. These results are encouraging: despite the non-negligible slowdown of CXL compared to local DRAM, most applications have small slowdowns in the mixed mode. However, even in the mixed mode, some applications experience non-trivial degradation of up to 34%. This observation motivates the use of software to dynamically allocate dedicated memory pages across VMs to consistently achieve minimal slowdown, because the hardware is oblivious to which VMs suffer from local memory misses.

### 3.3 Noisy Neighbors

In Intel® Flat Memory Mode, two conflicting physical memory lines compete for the same local DRAM line, and only the most recently accessed one can be cached in local DRAM. Therefore, when conflicting pages are allocated to different VMs, they may contend for local memory, resulting in performance interference.

We study this inter-VM interference due to local DRAM conflicts by running two VMs: a normal VM and a noisy neighbor VM. In the normal VM, we run one of the workloads from our workload set, while in the noisy-neighbor VM, we always run a 6-thread Intel® Memory Latency Checker (MLC) [19], which scans its memory in a busy loop. We always scale MLC to have the same memory size as the normal VM. We configure MLC to use only 6 threads so that neither the local DRAM bandwidth nor the CXL memory bandwidth is saturated. Running MLC as the workload in the noisy neighbor VM allows us to estimate the worst-case interference, as MLC is optimized to be memory intensive.
The experiments are conducted in two settings:

1. **Isolated.** Allocate conflicting pages to the same VM to ensure each VM only conflicts with itself.

2. **Conflicting.** Allocate conflicting pages to different VMs. This setting measures the worst-case interference since the noisy neighbor VM might monopolize local DRAM.

Figure 6 shows the slowdown of conflicting compared to isolated with a sampled set of representative workloads from each category. 73% of the workloads experience more than 10% slowdown because of local DRAM conflicts. The massive slowdown of Redis is because we use p95 latency as its performance metric. Redis always has some requests with extreme latency (4× higher than the median), and the contention causes the percentage of these requests to exceed 5%, which translates to a 480% slowdown in p95 latency. The results indicate that without any software management to isolate local DRAM conflicts, VMs running on the same host could cause significant performance interference to each other.

Besides local DRAM contention, other sources of interference in multi-tenant environments include contention in the LLC and power. We also study how LLC contention compares to local memory contention in Intel® Flat Memory Mode. We again use a normal VM and a noisy neighbor VM to measure interference. Besides configuring how the two VMs conflict with each other in local memory, we configure the LLC in two settings: (1) sharing LLC across two VMs, or (2) partitioning LLC evenly between two VMs. We use Intel’s Cache Allocation Technology [20] to partition the LLC.

When the LLC is partitioned and local DRAM conflicts are isolated, there will be no interference caused by either LLC or local memory contention. When the LLC is shared but local DRAM conflicts are still isolated, we will only observe LLC interference. Similarly, we can only observe local memory interference if the LLC is partitioned and the two VMs are conflicting in local DRAM. Finally, to measure both LLC and local memory interference, we can share the LLC and also let the two VMs be conflicting in local memory.

Figure 7 shows the slowdowns caused by either LLC or local memory interference, as well as the slowdowns when both types of interference exist. Compared to LLC interference, local memory interference is typically larger. In addition, the workloads that suffer from LLC interference also suffer from local memory interference. When both LLC and local memory interference exist, those workloads experience higher slowdowns than when there is a single source of interference. These results again indicate that we should isolate local DRAM conflicts to achieve design goal #3.

### 4 Memstrata

Memstrata leaves the heavy lifting of fine-grained memory management to the hardware-managed tiering layer at the MC. It provides consistent performance by integrating a lightweight software stack with the virtualization host. This achieves the first two design goals (§2.2).

To improve the performance of outliers (design goal #4), Memstrata dynamically allocates dedicated local memory pages across VMs to reduce the outliers’ local memory miss rates. Our key insight is that many workloads exhibit low slowdowns even without any dedicated local memory. Therefore, if the hypervisor can identify outlier VMs and move dedicated local memory pages to them, it can limit their slowdowns.

However, the hypervisor has limited visibility into the workloads running inside VMs, making it challenging to identify outliers. Although monitoring local DRAM miss rates seems attractive for detecting outliers, we cannot directly measure per-core or per-VM miss rates because data placement is implemented in the MC, so hardware performance counters can report only the system-wide local memory miss rate.

To tackle these challenges, we analyze numerous performance events measured during our application performance study (§3.2) and propose a proxy to estimate per-VM miss rates. By combining the estimated miss rate with other performance metrics, we can accurately predict the slowdown of a VM using a simple online ML model (§4.2). This model is used by a dynamic page allocator to migrate dedicated local memory pages across VMs, minimizing slowdowns even high workloads with negligible CPU overhead (§4.3). Figure 8 shows an overview and the workflow of Memstrata.

#### 4.1 Page Coloring

Page coloring is a software technique that has been widely used to partition shared processor caches (e.g., the LLC) in a modern CPU [80,93,95,102,105]. CPU caches are commonly
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**Figure 6:** Slowdown caused by the noisy neighbor due to local DRAM conflicts.

**Figure 7:** Inter-VM interference caused by LLC contention and local DRAM contention.
organized in a set-associative (or direct-mapped) manner, in which each physical memory address is mapped to the index of a single set in the cache. If the indexing function is known, then software can determine the subset of cache indices associated with a given memory page, referred to as its page color. Since main memory is much larger than the cache, many memory pages have the same color, which means that they compete for the same limited cache space.

System software can control the amount of cache space that may be used by different applications by allocating pages to them with particular colors. For example, a hypervisor can allocate host-physical pages so that each VM uses distinct colors that are disjoint from other VMs.

Similar to shared processor caches, in Intel® Flat Memory Mode, local memory is shared among all VMs within the same NUMA node. Physical memory lines that are mapped to the same local memory line compete for the same local memory space, which will contain the one accessed most recently. Therefore, we can adopt page coloring to partition local memory pages across different VMs to avoid inter-VM local memory conflicts.

We implement page coloring in the context of a virtualized system configured with Intel® Flat Memory Mode. The implementation consists of changing the free-page management logic and the page allocator in the host Linux kernel. We modify Linux’s free-page management to group the physical pages that map to the same local DRAM page.

To avoid performance interference due to inter-VM conflicts, the page allocator always allocates the physical pages that map to the same local memory page to the same VM. This isolates each VM, ensuring that it can conflict only with itself, eliminating the possibility of conflicts with other VMs. Isolating local memory conflicts within VMs also prevents their use as inter-VM side channels, similar to those exploited in other caching systems to leak memory access patterns and to exfiltrate data across trust boundaries [71,81,82].

While one might expect this to cause poor performance, there are, in fact, many cold or unused cache lines. This means that we actually observe relatively low local memory miss rates (§3.2).

4.2 Identifying Outliers

To improve the performance of outlier workloads, we first need to determine which VMs suffer from high slowdowns because of local DRAM misses. Since the workloads running inside VMs are opaque to the hypervisor, we cannot rely on application-level performance metrics for outlier detection.

Fortunately, modern processors provide performance counters that can be used to infer VM performance characteristics with low overhead [5,16,31,35,101]. Our prototype CPU also supports various performance events. In our large-scale performance study of Intel® Flat Memory Mode using 115 workloads (§3.2), we configured the CPU to count all performance events for each workload by time-multiplexing them, yielding 151 performance metrics based on raw event counts.

**MPKI and its proxy.** Among all the performance metrics, local memory miss rate seems promising for detecting outliers, since the local memory is treated as a cache. Specifically, we examine MPKI, which measures the number of local memory misses per thousand instructions. Figure 9a shows that MPKI is correlated ($r^2 = 0.73$) with application slowdown.

Estimating slowdown for a single VM requires per-VM miss rates. As each VM is pinned to a set of exclusive CPU cores, this suggests aggregating the miss rates across its associated cores to compute the VM-level miss rate. Unfortunately, since cacheline promotions and demotions are handled in the MC, it is not easy to track per-core misses, and the system-wide miss rate is insufficient for outlier detection. Although future hardware may support measuring per-core miss rates, this is not implemented in the current prototype.

To work around this limitation, we analyze other performance metrics that can be tracked with per-core granularity to find a proxy for the per-core miss rate. As shown in Figure 9b, we find that the L3 miss latency of demand loads event has a strong linear correlation ($r^2 = 0.87$) with the local

---

2For clarity, we only discuss the hardware-tiered memory without dedicated local memory in this subsection. Dedicated local memory is contained in a distinct NUMA node from the local memory associated with the hardware-tiered memory.

Figure 9a shows that MPKI is correlated ($r^2 = 0.73$) with application slowdown.** MPKI vs. slowdown**

**Figure 9:** Correlation between performance metrics.

Figure 9b shows that the L3 miss latency of demand loads event has a strong linear correlation ($r^2 = 0.87$) with the local
memory miss ratio (not MPKI), defined as the percentage of main memory requests that miss in local memory. This is not surprising, as Intel® Flat Memory Mode exhibits stable hit and miss latencies unless the memory bandwidth is saturated. We leverage this observation by fitting a linear model to estimate the local memory miss ratio from demand load L3 miss latency. The estimated miss ratio is translated to MPKI by multiplying it with the main memory request count and then dividing by the instruction count. We use this estimated MPKI as a proxy for the actual MPKI.

A limitation of this approach is that demand loads represent only a portion of main memory requests. Other sources include read-for-ownership (RFO) requests, non-temporal stores, CPU cache writebacks, and CPU cache prefetches. However, we find that the estimated MPKI works well in practice. When combined with other metrics, it can be used to predict VM slowdown accurately.

**Using a model to detect outliers.** Although MPKI strongly correlates with application slowdown, we find that MPKI alone is not sufficient to identify outliers because applications can have different sensitivities to memory latency. Therefore we use an online random forest binary classifier [52] to determine whether a VM will experience more than 5% slowdown. We choose a random forest classifier because it performs well with low-level performance metrics [78], is lightweight, and we use an online random forest binary classifier [52] to detect outliers.

(a) L3 miss latency of demand loads, (b) L2 miss latency of demand loads, (c) data TLB load miss latency, and (d) L2 MPKI as a proxy for the actual MPKI.

4.3 **Dynamic Page Allocator**

The Memstrata dynamic page allocator manages how dedicated local memory pages are allocated across VMs. It uses the ML model to detect outlier VMs, and migrates dedicated local memory pages accordingly to minimize slowdown across all workloads. Within each VM, the page allocator assigns dedicated local memory pages to guest physical pages randomly. We also implemented an alternative hotness-based approach that prioritizes popular guest physical pages, but found that its overhead typically exceeds its benefit.

**Inter-VM page allocation.** The dynamic page allocator allocates dedicated pages to each VM based on its performance events and slowdown predictions from the ML model. It starts by measuring the events needed by the ML model for a given time interval (10 seconds, by default), and runs the model to predict if the slowdown for each VM is greater than 5%. The 10-second interval enables the page allocator to react quickly to changes, while averaging out noise associated with low-level event counts. To reduce the effect of short-term variations, we employ an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to smooth the performance metrics derived from the event counts (EWMA constant $\alpha = 0.2$, by default).

Once the page allocator obtains the performance metrics and slowdown prediction for each VM, it decides how dedicated local memory pages should be migrated across VMs. Listing 1 presents the page migration algorithm. The page allocator first ranks the VMs based on their predicted slowdowns and the average number of local DRAM misses per allocated hardware-tiered page. The average miss count is computed by multiplying the estimated miss ratio with the main memory request count, and dividing the result by the number of hardware-tiered pages assigned to the VM. The VMs predicted to have less than 5% slowdown receive lower ranks than the outlier VMs. VMs that have the same slowdown prediction are ordered based on their average miss count. The intuition is that prioritizing VMs with higher average miss counts minimizes system-wide local memory misses, since they benefit more from a fixed amount of dedicated local memory pages compared to others [56].

After the VMs are sorted according to their ranks, the allocator repeatedly migrates dedicated pages from the VM with the lowest rank to the VM with the highest rank. To prevent large performance fluctuations, it never migrates more than a fraction $\text{stepRatio}$ of each VM’s pages (10%, by default) during each step. Only VMs predicted to be outliers can receive dedicated local memory pages from others.

To migrate dedicated local memory pages from VM 1 to
VM 2, the page allocator first selects a given number of dedicated pages from VM 1 and the same amount of hardware-tiered pages from VM 2. It then exchanges the selected pages between the two VMs. To avoid introducing inter-VM local DRAM conflicts, conflicting pages are always migrated together. After one round of page migrations, the page allocator stops migrating and measures performance events over the next timeInterval before the next round of migration.

Launching and terminating VMs. In cloud environments, running VMs may be terminated and new VMs may be launched at any time. To avoid disruptions, the page allocator first removes a terminating VM from the list of active VMs that participate in page migration. The terminating VM can then be shut down, causing its pages to be returned to the free page pool maintained by the host kernel.

When a new VM is launched, its initial allocation consists of existing free pages from the host kernel, which could be any mix of hardware-tiered pages and dedicated local memory pages. Since the dynamic page allocator does not have any prior information about the new VM, once it is added to the active VM list, the allocator migrates pages so that the new VM contains the same percentage of dedicated pages as the entire system. For example, if the overall system has a total of 33% dedicated local memory and 67% hardware-tiered memory, the new VM will also have 33% dedicated pages. This initial migration is performed by taking (or giving) dedicated pages to (or from) other existing VMs, each of which contributes (or receives) the same number of dedicated pages.

Assigning dedicated memory. By default, the dynamic page allocator assigns dedicated local memory pages to guest physical pages randomly within each VM. We also experimented with an alternative hotness-based page allocation option, which prioritizes popular guest physical pages when allocating dedicated pages. To identify popular guest physical pages, we employ DAMON [11], a low-overhead memory access tracking subsystem integrated into the mainstream Linux kernel. We use DAMON’s default settings, but configure its aggregation period to match the timeInterval used by the allocator. After finishing inter-VM page migration, the allocator checks the per-region access counts reported by DAMON. Using simple thresholds (cold = 0, hot ≥ 20, by default), it exchanges any hardware-tiered pages in hot regions with dedicated pages in cold regions. To avoid large performance fluctuations, such intra-VM migrations are limited to a small fraction (2%, by default) of the VM memory size.

However, we found that the overhead of this hotness-based approach exceeds it benefit (§6.2). Similar to software-managed tiering, it consumes significant CPU cycles to track memory accesses (§2.3). Therefore, by default, Memstrata simply assigns dedicated local pages randomly.

5 Memstrata Implementation

Memstrata’s implementation consists of implementing page coloring and the page-exchange system call in the host Linux kernel (v5.19, 2729 LOC), modifying QEMU (v6.2, 60 LOC) to preallocate guest memory for VMs, and building the main functionality of Memstrata as a privileged userspace process that runs on the host (2190 LOC, C++). Like QEMU, Memstrata uses 2 MB as the page size at the host level.

The page-exchange system call exchange_pages(pid_1, pid_2, page_arr_1, page_arr_2, num_pages) accepts the PID of two processes, an array of linear addresses for each process, and the number of pages to exchange. One can exchange pages within a single process by specifying the same value for pid_1 and pid_2. The syscall is implemented in the host kernel based on the migrate_pages() function. To exchange two physical pages, the kernel initially moves the first page to a temporary physical page, then transfers the second page to occupy the first page’s original location, and finally relocates the temporary page to the second page’s initial position. It uses a Linux MMU notifier [24] to synchronize the secondary page table used by the VM and the QEMU host-level page table.

We implement only the necessary mechanisms (i.e., page coloring and page exchange) in the host kernel and run Memstrata as a privileged userspace process, facilitating debugging and extensions. The userspace process configures and reads performance events via the perf interface exposed by the host Linux kernel. It uses the custom page-exchange syscall to exchange pages between two VMs, or within a single VM. We use ONNX [60] to run the ML model in the userspace process. To synchronize Memstrata with VM launching and termination, we use POSIX message queues to let the VM scheduler communicate with Memstrata.

6 Evaluation

In this section we seek to answer the following questions:

1. How does Intel® Flat Memory Mode compare to software-managed tiering? (§6.1)
2. Can Memstrata improve the performance of outliers without impacting other applications? (§6.1)
3. How does dedicated memory page allocation affect application performance? (§6.2)
4. Is Memstrata sensitive to its parameters? (§6.3)

Experimental setup. We use a pre-production Intel® Xeon® 6 Processor that implements Intel® Flat Memory Mode. Our test server contains a single socket with 128GB DDR5 local memory and 128GB DDR5 CXL memory. The CXL memory is attached via three CXL cards, which each hold two DDR5-4800 DIMMs and offer an x16 PCIe5 CXL connection. We use a preproduction Astera Labs Leo CXL Smart Memory Controller [22]. The idle latency of the CXL memory is roughly 200-220% the latency of the local memory, and the max bandwidth per CXL card is around 50 GB/s [91]. Although we use DDR5-4800 DIMMs in the CXL cards, we believe the results are transferable to DDR4 DIMMs because the actual CXL bandwidth usage is always below the limit.
of DDR4 DIMMs. Since the CPU is pre-production, the core count, frequency, and CPU cache sizes may not reflect those of the final product. For confidentiality, we cannot share the detailed technical specification. Similarly, these CXL cards are pre-production and future versions may be faster.

We focus on end-to-end application performance to demonstrate the performance benefits of Memstrata. Our software stack comprises Ubuntu 22.04, modified Linux 5.19, and QEMU/KVM 6.2. Hyperthreading and CPU frequency scaling are disabled. We pin each VM’s virtual cores to physical cores in a 1:1 manner. We set the VM memory size of each workload by rounding up its peak resident set size to the next largest VM memory size offered on public cloud platforms.

We do not use public or Azure VM traces since they do not label workloads for VMs. This is because public cloud providers are not generally aware of workloads running inside VMs. Therefore, we rely on analyses of the composition of 188 internal workloads over 100,000 VMs at Azure [98], which reveal that web (31%), big data (32%), and ML (11%) workloads constitute most of the VMs. The remaining workload categories include DevOps and real-time communication workloads, which are challenging to run and have few open-source representatives. Therefore, we focus on the web, big data, and ML workload categories and reuse the set of workloads from §3.2 to match this composition. We exclude the workloads that have unstable performance. With the prototype system only offering 128 GB local memory, we also exclude workloads that require more than 32 GB of memory, so that we can measure a multi-VM local-only baseline.

We compare Intel® Flat Memory Mode without and with Memstrata (referred to in the figures as “HW-Tiered” and “HW-Tiered + Memstrata”), respectively. To emulate a setting without Memstrata, we use a static allocation scheme in which the percentage of dedicated pages in each VM remains constant over time. In contrast, Memstrata dynamically migrates dedicated pages across VMs to minimize slowdown. All settings use page coloring to avoid inter-VM conflicts.

We also compare hardware tiering without Memstrata to TPP [84], a state-of-the-art software-tiering approach. Since TPP does not support virtualization, we run it within each one of the isolated VMs, with a 2:1 ratio of local DRAM to CXL memory, matching the default setting of hardware tiering. Similar to hardware tiering without Memstrata, TPP does not move memory across VMs. The open-sourced TPP has an issue that wastes some local memory because it allocates local memory only from the NORMAL memory zone [30]. We have fixed this issue to enable TPP to perform better.

### 6.1 Performance Benefits

We assume a workload mix with about $\frac{1}{6}$ of workloads being outliers with hardware tiering, as our results show that 20% of the web, big data, and ML workloads experience more than 5% slowdown with hardware tiering (§3.2). As our prototype offers only 128 GB local memory, we must scale down the set of workloads typical for a large server. We scale to six VMs, typically with a single outlier workload\footnote{If compute servers indeed were to only host six VMs, scenarios with multiple outliers would be common. However, we seek to represent a scaled-down typical compute server with large VM counts (§2.2). Due to large-number effects most servers will thus have a $\frac{1}{6}$ ratio of outlier workloads. One can also integrate our slowdown estimator (§4.2) into the VM scheduler to explicitly prevent colocating many outliers (§7).}. We also consider the less likely scenarios of 2/6 and 4/6 outliers, as well as...
dynamic VM arrivals. We start each VM with 33% dedicated local memory pages and 67% hardware-tiered pages.

Common cases. As web and data workloads are the dominant workload categories at Azure [98], we choose the following workload mixes to evaluate Memstrata:

1. **Web-heavy**: 4 web, 1 data, and 1 outlier.
2. **Data-heavy**: 1 web, 4 data, and 1 outlier.
3. **Balanced**: 2 web, 2 data, 1 others, and 1 outlier.

For each workload mix, we generate two workload combinations from our workload set. Each combination starts the six workloads simultaneously at the beginning.

Figure 10 shows the slowdown across the entire run. Under TPP, there are significantly more outliers than with hardware tiering, despite TPP having an unfair advantage: TPP has visibility inside the VM, and knows which pages are being used at the 4 KB granularity. Consequently, TPP can place the entire working set in local DRAM if its size does not exceed the local DRAM size. Such visibility assumes guest cooperation and is not compatible with design goal #1 (§2.2).

Interestingly, TPP and hardware tiering sometimes have different outliers. We observe that TPP achieves minimal slowdown whenever the working set can fit into local memory (e.g., SPEC’s 619-bm-s and FASTER with uniform YCSB A), which is the target use case of TPP [84]. However, if the working set is too large, TPP experiences severe thrashing, causing massive TLB invalidations and page faults due to frequent page migration. For example, in an extreme case where TPP causes pr-web to have a 295% slowdown (Figure 10a), TPP migrates memory at 22 GB/s in a 32 GB VM.

This thrashing issue arises because TPP uses NUMA balancing hints [29] to choose promotion candidates and is not aware of the global memory access distribution. We repeat the single-application performance study in §3.2 with TPP. The results show that 17% of the workloads experience more than 50% slowdown with TPP because of thrashing (Figure 11). Although software tiering can measure the global access distribution and only migrate pages when the distribution is skewed to avoid thrashing, the CPU overhead of such global telemetry is prohibitive without guest cooperation, due to the lack of spatial locality in the guest physical memory address space (§2.3). In addition, even with global telemetry, the larger page sizes used with virtualization still make software tiering less effective, as they may average out the skewness in memory access distribution (§2.3).

In summary, the comparison with TPP matches the results of recent work [76] indicating that hardware-based memory tiering’s low overhead and cacheline-level granularity typically provide superior performance to software-based tiering. Therefore, in the rest of our experiments we focus on comparing Intel® Flat Memory Mode with and without Memstrata.

For all six experiments in Figure 10 Memstrata is able to significantly reduce the slowdown experienced by the outlier application to near 5% or less, with minimal impact to the other non-memory-sensitive applications. The max CPU overhead of Memstrata across all workload combinations is 4% of a single core, including running the ML model. The max memory overhead of Memstrata is 110 MB. The results show that Memstrata can accurately identify the outlier VM and migrate dedicated local memory pages to reduce its slowdown, without affecting the performance of other VMs.

Higher outlier ratio. To understand the limits of Memstrata, we consider a server that hosts a disproportionate ratio of outlier workloads. We consider two combinations: one with two outliers (Figure 12a), and another with four outliers (Figure 12b). In both experiments, Memstrata significantly improves outlier performance. However, is not able to reduce the slowdown for all outliers to below 5% when four outliers exist. This is because 33% of dedicated local DRAM (i.e., 26.4 GB) is insufficient to accommodate the memory needs of four outlier VMs (56 GB). We verify this by repeating the experiment with 67% dedicated local DRAM. In this configuration Memstrata removes all the outliers (Figure 12c).

Dynamic VM arrivals. We evaluate Memstrata in a more complex setting where VMs are continuously launched and terminated. We again use the three workload combinations described above. Whenever a workload of one type finishes, we start a new VM with a workload selected from the same type. The experiment keeps running until all the workloads have been run at least once. We measure the application performance with and without Memstrata. For the workloads that have finished multiple times, we report its average performance across all the completed runs.

Figure 13 shows that Memstrata can significantly reduce the slowdown of the outliers in such dynamic environments under all three workload mixes. The results demonstrate that Memstrata’s online outlier detection can identify the outliers on-the-fly and dynamically migrate dedicated local memory pages to reduce their slowdown. We conclude that a combi-
To understand how the allocation of dedicated local memory pages within a VM affects performance, we compare random page allocation (the default) with a hotness-based approach. We study a representative set of 22 workloads from different categories. With random allocation, the 33% of dedicated pages are randomly allocated to the VM when it is launched. With the hotness-based approach, the dedicated pages are also allocated randomly at launch, but Memstrata’s dynamic allocator migrates them to hot guest physical regions based on the information provided by DAMON [11]. To measure the best-case performance of the hotness-based approach, we preserve the guest memory’s spatial locality by always starting in a fresh VM.

Figure 14 shows the slowdown of both random and hotness-based page allocation. The hotness-based approach provides only marginal benefits and even causes worse slowdowns for some workloads because of its overhead. Figure 15 presents the hotness information recorded by DAMON and how the page allocator moves dedicated pages within the guest physical address space for 619.lbm_s. Although it migrates dedicated pages to the hot regions identified by DAMON, the improvement is still limited. This is because to track memory accesses, DAMON must clear PTE access bits, resulting in expensive TLB shootdowns that offset its benefits.

6.3 Sensitivity Analyses

Memstrata has three parameters: timeInterval and stepRatio, which control the aggressiveness of page migration, and the EWMA constant, which smooths short-term variations of performance metrics. Figure 16 plots Memstrata’s sensitivity to the three parameters using the same workloads as Figure 14. With a lower timeInterval or a higher stepRatio, Memstrata migrates dedicated local memory pages to the outlier VM more quickly and achieves lower slowdowns (Figure 16a and Figure 16b). The default parameters (i.e., 10 s timeInterval and 10% stepRatio) have performance similar to the optimal one in this experiment, but are less aggressive and can avoid large performance fluctuations. Memstrata is not sensitive to the EWMA constant (Figure 16c).

7 Discussion

Non-virtualized environments. Most of Memstrata’s components can be readily applied to non-virtualized environments. For example, per-process performance event tracking is already supported by Linux, and page migration mechanisms for both VMs and normal processes are also supported. However, the page coloring implementation needs to be modified for non-virtualized settings. Unlike VMs, whose memory sizes do not typically change during their lifetimes, processes commonly have dynamic memory footprints. Memstrata statically allocates a fixed number of colors during VM creation, which is insufficient for processes with dynamic memory demands. Therefore, we need to augment the page coloring mechanism to support on-demand color allocation. In addition, as a process continuously allocates and frees memory, allocated colors may have numerous unused pages (e.g.,...
We are not prepared to discuss whether such ratios will be VM. Additionally, the VM scheduler can also run online out-

erior tiers [45, 70, 99, 100, 100], whereas Memstrata com-


do not require any GPU, retraining the model incurs only minimal overhead and can be completed within a few seconds.

8 Related Work

Most prior work relies on software to place data across memory tiers [45, 70, 99, 100, 100], whereas Memstrata combines hardware tiering with a lightweight software layer. HeMem [89] and MEMTIS [74] are recent systems that use Intel PEBS to track memory accesses. Unfortunately, PEBS is not compatible with virtualized environments. In addition, unlike MEMTIS, which balances the TLB benefits of huge pages with the granularity of data placement by dynamically splitting huge pages, Memstrata achieves both low TLB cost and fine-grained data placement without sacrificing either. TPP [84] relies on LRU and NUMA balancing hints [29] to track memory accesses, but incurs high slowdowns (§6.1) and significant CPU overhead (§2.3).

Three prior systems explore software-managed tiered memory in multi-tenant environments. Unfortunately, they are not available for comparison. TMTS [61] is a memory tiering system deployed in Google’s datacenters. We believe TMTS is overly conservative and requires large amounts of local memory. Pond [78] statically places VMs into a CXL-based memory pool based on predictions of slowdowns. Pond uses VM live migration to mitigate outliers, which impacts VM performance and thus must be applied conservatively. vTMM [90] is a dynamic software tiering memory management system for VMs. We believe vTMM suffers from overheads similar to other software-based systems (§2.3). Memstrata differs from all three systems due to its unique combination of hardware and software tiering in the same system.

2LM is a hardware-managed tiered memory system for Intel® Optane™ NVM, using DRAM as an inclusive direct-

mapped cache of NVM. In contrast, Intel® Flat Memory Mode uses exclusive caching, and 2LM lacks the cross-

VM isolation provided by Memstrata. Other hardware approaches have been proposed for DRAM and high-bandwidth memory [68, 75, 85, 103]; some Intel processors support a hardware-managed “cache mode” that uses HBM as a cache for DRAM [55, 59].

9 Conclusions

We presented a new hardware-based CXL tiering system, Intel® Flat Memory Mode, combined with a software stack, Memstrata. The combination provides performance similar to local DRAM across a wide range of workloads. Consequently, they enable expanding server memory capacity by 1.5× with minimal impact to performance. We believe there remain many open research challenges in deploying CXL in virtual-

ized environments, including fairness in inter-VM resource allocation policies, guest cooperation for tiered memory, and using device-side hotness tracking to reduce page conflicts.
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